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Dell Technologies is heading into the HPC public cloud market in a big way. Partnered with 
companies like R Systems, Dell Technologies has put together HPC-optimized managed services, 
infrastructure as a service and instances that will make it much quicker and easier for 
organizations to get HPC resources on demand from anywhere. Even better, Dell Technologies is 
determined to offer better price/performance than existing HPC cloud solutions. As a major 
hardware and HPC vendor, we expect Dell Technologies to make good on that promise…. 
 

 
 

A significant proportion of HPC processing has moved and is continuing to move to public clouds. 
How much? Estimates vary. Intersect360 Research puts the HPC in the cloud number at about $2.5 
billion for 2021. Hyperion Research, which includes more enterprise spending, estimates that HPC 
spending in the cloud is closer to $5 billion.  
 
But both analyst houses agree that the CAGR for HPC (and AI) in the cloud is around 20%, easily 
outstripping the roughly 5.5% growth of the on-premises HPC market. The major drivers behind this 
movement to the public cloud include: 
 

• The ability to add extra capacity quickly, without purchasing or re-tasking on-premises 
systems. 

• Getting access to new and different technology that might not be present in their physical 
data centers, like the latest and greatest GPU accelerators, for example. 

• Shifting spending from CapEX to OpEX, which is particularly attractive to enterprise 
customers.  

• Public clouds provide a quick and easy route to get new projects off the ground. 

With HPC/AI workloads moving to the cloud, customers are looking for cloud alternatives with 
greater performance and more HPC-centric configurations, and at a better price than what 
customers are seeing in public clouds today. This is the gap in the market that Dell Technologies is 
looking to fill in their mission to provide the broadest range of HPC/AI alternatives, ranging from 
on-premises to public cloud. 
 
Public Cloud, the Dell Way 
Dell Technologies has unveiled a public cloud strategy that plays to their strengths in order to 
provide a unique and compelling HPC cloud experience for customers.  
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According to findings from Intersect360 Research, Dell Technologies is the highest volume HPC 
system provider in the world. For Dell, this experience in a highly competitive market has given 
them a solid perspective on what HPC customers need and want for both on-premises and cloud 
solutions. 
  
The Dell Technologies HPC & AI engineering team has developed expertise in architecting solutions 
for the most demanding HPC application stacks. Dell Technologies will be using these workload-
optimized architectures to craft cloud instances that combine the right hardware and software 
configurations to achieve the customers’ performance goals. 
  
These configurations will be deployed and managed under the VMware Cloud Provider Program 
(VCPP), which gives customers the ability to consume HPC instances on a pay as you go/grow 
subscription model.  
 
The company is leveraging their relationships with partners to physically host the HPC systems. Last 
year, Dell Technologies announced HPC and AI as a Service through partners R Systems, Verne 
Global and DXC, mindful that may customers want or need to keep their data local. While these 
options remain available, they are largely dedicated infrastructure. The addition of a VMware 
option at R Systems adds multi-tenancy, self-service and billing per CPU hour. The first announced 
VMware partner is R Systems, who provides managed services to thousands of clients through their 
delivery centers located throughout the world. R Systems has earned a reputation for hosting 
advanced cutting-edge customer workloads for more than 27 years.  
 
The partnership is simple:  Dell Technologies provides the hardware and software recipe for specific 
HPC solutions and the VMware management software while the location partner, R Systems in this 
case, provides the physical hosting and management of the hardware. Dell Technologies is working 
with other co-location providers around the world.  
 
Dell Technologies Differentiation & Innovation 
 
Dell’s approach to the HPC public cloud differs radically from the existing solutions offered by 
Amazon, Google, and Microsoft.  While the major cloud providers are trying to be all things to 
potential cloud users, Dell Technologies is tightly focused on HPC and AI workloads like modeling 
and simulation, machine learning and model training. This gives them the ability to tailor-make a 
cloud solution that fits customer needs much better than the legacy clouds. 
  
Here’s a brief look at the specific points where Dell Technologies is parting ways with the traditional 
cloud providers: 
 

• Optimized HPC/AI solutions developed by Dell’s HPC & AI Innovation Lab to provide the 
best hardware/software combination for a wide variety of HPC/AI workloads. This is 
something that the existing public cloud providers simply can’t match because they don’t 
have the domain expertise or the experience in designing/installing advanced computing 
solutions optimized for specific workloads for real customers. 
 

• VMware vAPP templates are at the heart of HPC on demand with VMware from Dell 
Technologies. These templates provide the ability to build solution stacks that are 

https://www.vmware.com/partners/service-provider.html
https://corporate.delltechnologies.com/en-us/newsroom/announcements/detailpage.press-releases%7Eusa%7E2020%7E11%7E20201109-dell-technologies-hpc-and-ai-solutions-help-tgen-reduce-genome-sequencing-time-from-two-weeks-to-less-than-eight-hours.htm#/filter-on/Country:en-us
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replicable, easy to deploy and maintain, and make it simple for customers to use – without 
having to be an IT expert or involving data center staff. One thing that might surprise 
typical HPC data center managers is that VMware overhead is extremely low these days – 
well under 5% according to recent Dell engineering tests. 

 
• Better price/performance is one of the most important goals for Dell Technologies HPC/AI 

and public cloud “all in” pricing has to rank as one of the biggest challenges in information 
technology. Just selecting a compute instance requires users to scan through hundreds of 
options to try to ferret out basic configuration and pricing data. In some cases, the actual 
configurations of the instances are concealed, leaving customers with questions about 
what exactly will be running their workloads. High compute instances, which are highly 
attractive for HPC/AI user workloads, are surprisingly more expensive than GPU-less 
compute instances. We believe that, depending on the workload and the on-premises 
utilization rate, public clouds for HPC/AI users are probably at least 30-50% more expensive 
than on-premises solutions for a mid-sized or large data center. This premium rises as the 
utilization of the compute resources increases, meaning that a typical HPC customer who 
runs their systems at 90%+ capacity will end up at the higher end of that range.  

 
• Cloud vendors don’t have any magic formula or secret sauce when it comes to IT. They 

have to purchase the same equipment that everyone else does – processors, storage, 
peripherals, and network equipment. They also have to pay for cooling and electricity, just 
like every data center. Their massive size does give them some savings rising from 
economies of scale, but this is lower than what many think. The bottom line is that the 
bottom line of the major cloud providers is very healthy, meaning that there is significant 
margin that companies like Dell Technologies can whittle down through competition.  
 

• No data ingress/egress charges. This is a very important factor and one that many 
customers overlook when they initially make a move into cloud. Most users focus on the 
hourly or monthly system usage costs but fail to take into account data movement costs.  

Let’s drill down a bit deeper in the data storage plus ingress/egress and movement charges. We put 
together an example of a 1PB cloud dataset and looked at how these various charges might impact 
customers. We’ll assume that the vast majority of the petabyte will remain in the cloud and then 
look at the monthly ‘churn’ costs from the various providers. 
 
First, let’s look at the costs for loading and storing 1PB of data: 
 

Provider Ingress Cost (1PB) Monthly Storage 
Amazon AWS No ingress cost $21,550.00 
Google Cloud Platform No ingress cost $20,005.40 
Microsoft Azure No ingress cost $19,604.58 
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We’ll look at three different churn scenarios: 
 

• The first is a 1% monthly data egress to the customer data center, which would equal 10 TB 
for our 1PB example. Traditional HPC customers doing simulations would probably fall into 
this category.  

 
• The second scenario is for 25 TB of monthly egress, which applies to HPC/AI customers who 

have applications that generate larger output datasets.  
 

• Our final case is customers who need a 5% monthly churn (50 TB), this could include 
applications like crash analysis, data analytics, etc. 

 
 

 
Provider 1% Churn 2.5% Churn 5% Churn 
Amazon AWS $900.00 $2,250.00 $4,500.00 
Google Cloud Platform $1,110.00 $2,310.00 $4,310.00 
Microsoft Azure $437.50 $1,750.00 $3,757.50 

 
Some providers also charge for storage operations. While these charges are in the fractions of a 
cent range, they could become very significant depending on the workload and the number of 
these transactions incurred. 

 
Final Word 
 
Dell’s foray into the public cloud market looks to be well thought out. The key, of course, is 
execution, and how well the reality matches up to their plans. Dell Technologies’ read of what 
HPC/AI customers desire from a public cloud is very accurate based on our discussions with real-
world HPC users. Giving customers ready-made optimized HPC/AI configurations and instances for 
a large number of widely-used applications, workflows, and adding Dell’s domain expertise gives 
Dell Technologies an advantage that the existing public cloud providers can’t equal.  
 

Using these templates will give customers the ability to engage with the cloud more quickly and get real 
work out of the cloud faster as well. This alone will improve price/performance for many customers. The 
icing on this cake is that Dell isn’t charging data ingress/egress fees and is intent on lowering prices over 
and above this through making hardware and software stacks less expensive for end users.  
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